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Before the revolutionary turnaround, the company depended on the imagination of the engineers as opposed to
employing a set of definite goals. Show More February 1, Introduction: Being a motorcycle company that
produces high performance, highly successful racing motorcycles, as well as motorcycles for the commercial
market, has proven to be a winning strategy for Ducati. The in-house control of quality helps in ensuring that
the products produced are of consistently high quality. Advantages due to location The concentration of
suppliers as well as related industries causes a general increase in the level of competition. This external
context is referred Porter, as external environment for a particular company. However, there is still possibility
of new entrants or Japanese makers to introduce a knock-off model in which case Ducati will be able to
distinguish itself on attributes including high performance, customization, brand image and the prestige that it
has historically enjoyed and is respected for in the industry as well as the global market. Question 5: Should
they go to a modular approachâ€¦what should they do? The platform-based approach of production results in
an elevation in the level of accountability of the major component suppliers. The porters five forces cam
effectively be used in the analysis of the cruiser market segment since it is relatively unfamiliar to Ducati. US
suppliers might not necessarily have a sense of the Italian style, a core value that the product provides. This
could be a growing segment that Ducati has not yet considered. This team helped in rebuilding its sales,
improving public relations, revamping corporate image, improving marketing, streamlining of the assembly
process as well as introducing new business models. The brand image and legacy allows Ducati to keep prices
high and hence reap high profit margins on its motorbikes, accessories, apparel, etc. This is a strong
suggestion that Ducati must take into account the need of entering into new market segments like the cruiser
market so as to take care of the relatively wealthier customer base. The naked motorcycles that have the
characteristics of good performance and suitable for riding in urban areas and the sport touring that has speed
as well as handling combined with comforts so as to sustain longer journeys. Ducati could possibly risk losing
their loyal fan base, if it were to diversify into bike-variants other than sports. This strategy provides them
with high negotiation power, reduced fixed assets, and greater flexibility to meet changing market conditions
quickly. The economic boom somehow masked the mistakes made by Ducati during the period. Debrief:
Question 1: What can you take away from this case study? The era was of profitability. The main competitors
in this arena to Ducati are Suzuki, Honda and Yamaha. European markets have been dominated by Japanese
players in sales volume, and entering the market could prompt them to bring out a competing product of their
own, which could eat into the market share that Ducati is hoping to grab with this hybrid. The racing season
proved to be far worse partially because Ducati failed to test all changes made. They were overconfident with
the positive results of the season, and that proved faulty for  The success of Harley Davidson is associated to
its strong brand name as pointed out by Bruce  These major players are fierce competitors and are vying for
market share based on the brand, style, attributes, service, and price especially Japanese companies. The
nature of the opportunity and the question of brand expansion 1. The challenge was split within the company
into polarized directions; Engineers wanted to continue company culture of high focus on product, and Minoli
wanted to appeal to broader spectrum of customers and not just extreme riders. Also, more component level
testing needs to be done before full system level testing is done because the eventual use of the models will be
in the commercial motorcycle industry. An effective management The Ducati management is effective as well
as flexible since it appreciates all the new ideas and perspectives. Costs are lowered. The benefits of the
Acquisition The company's working capital rose and therefore the production levels too rose. Business
Strategy Diamond Arenas Ducati has location based advantages over its competitors. It has been indicated that
most cruiser manufacturers imitate the style of Harley Davidson as a result of its dominance. This pushes
Ducati Corse to evaluate the risk of taking a modular approach, which offers ease of manufacturing and the
ability to change one aspect of the bike at a time, but could result in a compromise of performance. This will
be introduced initially in Europe and eventually in the US and Asia. The customization services that we also
plan to offer along with our product will be a value-add service to Ducati loyalists, which can be priced at a
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premium. It gradually entered in sport touring category to address older customer base and also entered into
accessories and apparel business by acquiring Gio. The strength in this is that calculated steps toward better
performance will more so guarantee movement in the right direction. Essay about Ducati Case Study Words
Oct 18th, 10 Pages Show More Introduction Ducati nearly faced on bankruptcy though it has good reputation
on the famous mechanical system and its unique extreme performance. Ducati can then expand to US once
they have acquired some sales momentum.


